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dan is the chief technology officer and a senior security
consultant at lmg security. he came to lmg in 2014 from
garlington, lohn and robinson where he served as network
administrator and it manager for 7 years. dan graduated with
high honors from the university of montana with a degree in
applied science. dans current certifications include cissp, giac
gpen, comptia it operations specialist (cios), secure
infrastructure specialist (csis), a+, net+, security+, ccent,
metasploit pro certified specialist (mpcs), and nexpose
certified administrator (nca). dan is also a member of the giac
gpen advisory board, in addition to the university of montana
computer science advisory board, and served several years as
the montana state representative for the international legal
technology association. examine the hashes with the -h or
--hash flag. if you want to hash multiple files use the -f or
--inputfile flag followed by the name of the input file, the
number of hashes, and the number of repetitions. for example,
to hash the three files list.txt, list2.txt and list3.txt, specify
list.txt 3 3. if you only want to hash a single file, specify -f
list.txt. to hash a single file a number of times, specify -f list.txt
10. there is no need to specify the repetition count when
hashing a single file, but you must specify it when hashing
multiple files. multiple hashes will be generated, each with the
same hash and repetition count. the hash length will be the
same as the hash specified.
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passwords are just one aspect of the security posture of an
application. encryption is also an area that is worth looking at
and can often be overlooked, meaning that passwords are the
easiest authentication method to test. one such tool that has
some flaws is the aes-gcm cipher that is used in tls 1.3. using
this cipher, you can have a 128 bit key but a 256 bit cipher
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block size and therefore allow 256 aes operation on a 128 bit
key. this gives us the ability to use less key bits to encrypt the

data which would result in a shorter password. for example,
rather than using 128 bits we can use 64 bits. this would mean

that we will need to use 128 steps to reveal the key. this is
problematic because it is impossible to calculate the full key in

time, and can be brute forced, this is called a key stealing
attack. the password step rule files for this attack are available
on the stealthsploit github repository . this will effectively allow

you to perform a key stealing attack if you have a dump of a
tls 1.3 handshake. you can then apply the rule files to the

handshake dump, and this should reveal the key. hey
everybody, how are you doing so far? well we did a lot of work
today, we have a number of small features/cool functionality

that are included in the latest version of passwordspro. its
pretty cool having a project that reuses function from other

projects, not only does this mean you can use it without having
to worry about releasing your own version, you can also reuse
others work and pass it on. this is one of the reasons why we

are working on this project. 5ec8ef588b
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